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Abstract

Over the course of Spring Quarter, students from the United States, India, and China met

in groups on Zoom based on shared interests. I was part of the visual arts group, where we shared

thoughts about art mediums, film, social media, and culture. We worked around barriers of

language and screens in order to form connections and learn what we have in common. We

collaborated on a video collage project inspired by TikTok and YouTube content. I filmed the

process of myself creating a watercolor painting of a tree’s leaves and branches. Others in the

group used their photography, videography, and art skills to express their appreciation of spring,

in terms of nature, people, and other surroundings. In the symposium, groups presented their

findings and collaborations. I was particularly interested in the presentations by the cultural

norms and music groups, and how they compared with conversations in our visual art group.

Interactions with international students

Our overall experience with cross-cultural exchange online was both enriching and

difficult. Communicating over Zoom is challenging already, without barriers of language and

anxiety. With these obstacles factored in, we had many silences and struggled to relate to one

another at times. I have to also commend Patrick for the leadership role they took on, as they

seemed comfortable sitting in the silences and offering topics and perspectives for us to discuss.

We built connections over shared interests in films, social media, and art as a whole. This was an

extraordinary experience, and a little intimidating at first - getting to know people from other

cultures with whose perspectives I wasn’t yet familiar - however, over time, seeing people open

up to one another (myself included) was incredible.

Film

In our meetings, we explored where our interests intersected. We shared an interest in

films, and discussed culturally significant films. For example, Marvel movies have international

appeal. They are created in the United States and popular in other countries - everyone in our

group was familiar with them. Another American film that was popular with our group was

Quentin Tarantino’s Kill Bill. The influence of Asian culture and aesthetics in this film adds to

the interest across cultures.



We exchanged some film suggestions. Patrick suggested a psychological drama by

Swedish director Ingmar Bergman entitled Persona, from 1966. I was able to access a subtitled

version on YouTube, and enjoyed the eerie, jarring atmosphere which blurs the lines between

character experiences and identities. The film is surreal and captivating. Sabina, from India,

suggested a film that was accessible to an American audience, yet still an authentic

representation of Indian culture, directed by Ritesh Batra. She expressed that Indian film is often

represented within the confines of musicals or the perspectives of western films, like Slumdog

Millionaire by English director Danny Boyle. Ritesh Batra’s The Lunchbox, on the other hand,

offers a heartwarming glimpse of culture through the lens of food and love. The characters feel

so real and their exchange of letters communicates the longing for appreciation and connection

that is universal.

Social Media

Aside from film, we connected over the topic of social media. Because we live in

different countries, we did not all have access to the same social media platforms. However,

video-sharing platforms such as YouTube and TikTok are popular across cultures. We related

about the fact that these platforms have algorithms that personalize content, and can become

addictive for this reason. It is interesting that within our age demographic, despite cultural

differences, we spend our time online in very similar ways. It seems that social media is nearly

universal, particularly for teenagers and young adults.

Video project

With a shared interest in visual arts and video-sharing, we agreed that we wanted to

collaborate artistically on a video collage within the theme of spring. This task was open-ended

and allowed each artist to determine what sort of medium they would use, whether photography,

videography, painting, drawing, or digital art.

My painting and process

To begin my project, I went on a walk in the cemetery near my house. It is full of lovely

trees, flowers, and bushes. I took many videos and pictures, and ultimately decided to focus on a

video of a small tree with purple and green leaves. The green leaves make up only a fraction of

the tree’s leaves, which I found remarkable. It looked amazing in the sun and wind, and within

the two colors in the leaves, many other colors were shining through - blues, reds, yellows. This

is what makes spring such an incredible season - color.



I used the medium of watercolor to illustrate this tree. Watercolor is lovely and

challenging because it requires so much patience. Each layer must dry before another can be

applied. The part that I enjoyed the most was zooming in on the photo and mixing paint colors to

get the perfect shade. Each layer of color brought the painting to life a little more. The most

challenging part of this process was filming it while I was painting. I didn’t have anything to

hold my phone, so I was painting with one hand and filming with the other. Some of the shots

were shaky, but the Google Photos app has a stabilizing feature that was helpful (though

time-consuming).



This is the background of my painting. There is blue on top for the sky and green on the bottom

for grass. I used a sparkly white watercolor paint to add some clouds to the sky.

Here are the bare branches of the tree.



The first layer of purple and green leaves.

The addition of more colors: blue layered on the purple and a different shade of green.



In this image, we can see the addition of more purple, red, and darker greens.



The final painting! This project was a lovely way to meditate on the beauty and color of spring,

and to use art to celebrate it.

Symposium

The symposium was such a fascinating exchange of knowledge and art. I was impressed

by the accomplishments of each group. The music group’s presentation about the music they

liked was similar to our own group in a way, as students shared the music that they liked from

across cultures and how people from different countries can relate to one another. The cultural

norms group also shed light on the parallels and differences between our countries, from

education, gender roles, disability, LGBTQIA+ rights, and other aspects of culture.


